DJ Products, Sri Lanka

Company Profile:
DJ Products (Pvt) Ltd is a limited liability company established in Sri Lanka based in the
Industrial Estate at Ratmalana, Colombo, Sri Lanka involved in food processing, trading of
essential food items and manufacturing of textiles including surgical gauze for the local market.
DJP was established in year 2000 manufacturing surgical gauze to meet the state health sector
demand and diversified its business interests into spices, condiments, grains and now into
textiles. Over 100 have been employed under privileged rural women in Colombo and Gampaha
Districts, Sri Lanka. DJP believes in shared values supporting the national effort to empower
people working directly on community based projects now functioning in Papiliawela,
Bandaragama, Ihala Madampella and Moratuwa in multiple locations. DJP is an evolving
company targeting emerging demands anticipated in the local market mainly focusing on retail
outlets and franchises to explore expected economic boom within the country even taking the
overseas markets are among the new initiatives.
We are also at people promoting Textile Manufacturing as a major and traditional income
earning initiative in Ihala Madampella village in Divulapitiya D.S. Division. The villages are
talented in their textile weaving and they possess inherent skills on the subject by inheritance,
earning opportunities for high end market oriented products. We also work CSR projects to
significantly change the lives of, at risk children by providing child abuse prevention and
treatment services; Increasing the scope, depth and volume of services, we will engage in
continuous discovery through research to determine and implement what works well and be a
passionate advocate on behalf of children, Ensure children and youth are healthy, safe, and
prepared for a productive adulthood, Facilitate families are able to provide a healthy and
supportive environment for their children, The project is in partnership with Sri Lanka United
Nations Friendship Organization (SUNFO) based in Karandeniya off Elpitiya in Sri Lanka.
Area of Interest/Sector (for B2B):





Yarn (Cotton, Silk & Polyester)
Spices
Home Furnishings
Handicrafts
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Deshamanya Deshabandu CC Janaki Amarasinghe
Chairperson
janakiamarasinghe@gmail.com, djfashionslanka@gmail.com, ,
sales@djproducts.lk
0094777578806
650/16A, Industrial Estate, Ratmalana, Sri Lanka
www.djproducts.lk

